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INTRODUCTIONS
Speaker, Participants

(get ready to present yourself)

– Name
– Type of position (e.g. “Professor of Psychiatry 

and Behavioral Sciences”)

– Your interests (and especially any 
interest in things you would like to 
hear about today’s topic.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MeName…Education: PhD in clinical psychologyExperience level: Quite a bit in some ways.	- Professor in the UCSF Department of Psychiatry	- Licensed CP	- Specializing in drug and alcohol abuse 	- SFGH/ZSFG for many years	-Ran SA program at SFGH in the mid--90s 	- Main work is research:		Detox, MMT, TCs, Family involvement, linking medical patients with SUD services, medication adherence, trials of medications.	Mentored numerous psychologists and others. 	For the last 17 years I have been involved in the NIDA Clinical Trials Network (similar to CRISM, leadingnand coleading a Node)	I want your help in meeting your needs and  also it would be great to see some bridges built.	
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Fulbright  Program
Since 1946 “to expand and strengthen 

relationships between people of the US and citizens 
of the rest of the world”

Sponsored by U.S. Department of State

380,000 Fulbrights awarded…~800 per year

Supports teaching and/or research for 3-12 months.

Open to all disciplines

Variety of host institutions

For more information: https://www.cies.org/

Awards for Canadian Students: 
http://www.fulbright.ca/programs/canadian-
students.html
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Presentation Notes
	



CHOICE OF A TOPIC
• Ethical Issues…

• Or NIDA Clinical Trials Network and its Western 
States Node.

• ETHICAL ISSUES won (my focus)

• and also the potential CRISM-CTN or Prairie Node 
– Western States Node connections

• Big picture: The choices we make define the quality 
of our lives as well as that of future generations.

• …identify promising new directions for high-impact 
research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When David Hodgins asked me to talk, he said on a topic of my choice. For years I’ve been conducting research on improving SUD treatment programs.And my recent focus has become ethical issues.OR I could talk about the CTN and the WS node .I could relate to these, and presumably we could relate to each other!“Ethical issues” won, as it’s the unique focus of my being here, BUT ALSO the CTN.



WHAT’S IN THIS 
PRESENTATION?  

Topic Time

Why important? 5 min

Setting the context 10 min

Ethical Issues in SUD Treatment and 
Harm Reduction Programs 

10 min

Developing a Research Plan (your help 
will be appreciated)

20 min

Linking Prairie and Western States 
Nodes, linking CRISM and CTN

10 min



WHO CARES?
WHY BOTHER WITH ETHICAL 

ISSUES? 
Why should you? 

• Patients’/clients’ right to confidentiality
• Harm to the therapeutic relationship
• Stigma
• Risk of patients losing benefits (e.g. public 

housing, post-military benefits, worker’s 
compensation, general assistance)

• Legal liability of your agency and you
• Continuing education needed!



CURRENT EVENTS: 
What’s New—Legalization of Cannabis across Canada!

What you need to know a weed 
Wednesday unveils itself 

Bill Kaufman --- Calgary  Herald--- October 17, 2018 [DAY 1]

Management, players have the marijuana talk
Kristen Anderson  --- Calgary Hreald --- October 18, 2018 [DAY 2]  

Girl guide sells out cookies at cannabis store 
queue.  

Calgary Herald—October 19, 2018 [DAY 3]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I work with people who are new to  the field, and the perspective is “you are going to be the expert” about addiction issues in your family (frienship group, high school class, etc.)  So get used to it, and be alert to the issues.Starting here on Monday October 15th was a fantastic time due to…what event on Wednesday, October 17th?  Drugs, legal and illegal,  continue to be an issue.These headlines are from JUST the Calgary newspaper various news outlets



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Legal issues.Surprising to me: edible marijuana is not legalized.  (Laurel’s) experience with teen girl, happy, giving her a recipe for MJ muffins….a muffin!Concern about what happened in Colorado with ER admissions and lack of control over dosage, as well as children



http:https://www.pressreader.com/canada/calgary-herald/20181018/textview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Calgary Flames had a meeting, where management explained that the rules are still in effect, the same as before, as it’s a labor-mangement agreement.



//http://canadianews.org/edmonton/2018/10/18/460702-edmonton-girl-guide-sells-out-of-cookies-in-cannabis-
store-lineup.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thinking about prevention and future generations of children. This girl was not having much success going door to door with her wagon of cookies, so her father took her to the newly opened cannabis shop, where she was able to sell all of her cookies to people waiting in line.The point of these is that SU is an issue that is with us always, and as addiction professionals we want to know about the issues and be able to understand the practical, legal, and ethical issues.



https://calgaryherald.com/news/local-news/flying-high-airport-reminds-travellers-not-to-bring-cannabis-across-border

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, a reminder for anyone who is planning to travel traveling outside the country in the future…

http://www.sfgate.com/visionsf/article/Recovered-heroin-addict-goes-full-circle-to-serve-6795647.php


ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

Ethics: The process of determining right and 
wrong conduct. 
Principles:
• Autonomy
• Beneficence
• Fidelity
• Justice
• Nonmaleficence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Autonomy:  Patients have a right to decide for themselves.Beneficence:  You help.Fidelity:  Stay true to your role and valuesJustice:  What’s good for the many is importantNonmaleficence:  Don’t do bad things, e.g. insurance fraud.  Do no harm.



Autonomy

• Respect self-determination

• Informed consent is based on this 
principle.

• Example: How do a counselor and client to handle 
recognizing each other in the community (if no agency policy)



Beneficence

• The responsibility of addiction counselors to 
improve and enhance clients’ welfare

• Do good, help people.

• Your moral obligation is to act for the benefit of 
others.

• Example: Coming into your work site you see an 
injured person near the entrance to the emergency 
department.  What do you do?  



Fidelity

• “Faithful devotion to duty or to one’s obligations or 
vows” (Webster’s Dict.)

• Core principle of relationship between counselor 
and client

• Complicating factors: 
– Duty to Report vs. Confidentiality;
– What are the laws, who’s affected?
– What can a client tell say to you,
Or do, without or with disclosure?



Justice
• Treat people impartially, despite your biases or 

preferences.  Be fair.

• Mr. Spock:  ''The needs of the many outweigh the 
needs of the few or the one.”

• Illustration: A program sets rules for individuals, so everyone 
can benefit.



Nonmaleficence

• Above all do no harm.’ A critical principle.

• Don’t abuse client.

• But..by whose definition is harm?
Illustration:  You try to provide treatment that has few risks and 
many benefits.  

Do you encourage a client to be in research, or discourage?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maleficent: harmful, hurtful (Webster’s Dictionary)



PRINCIPLES IN BALANCE:
ETHICAL TUG OF WAR

COUNSELOR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But the principles sometimes pull you in opposite directions!    I want to help her (beneficence) vs I want to be fair to others (justice)The decisions aren’t automatic, but they are better considered.IN A PUBLIC TALK, KEEP SHOWING THESE.



ETHICAL FUNDAMENTALS

How to use the Principles:
• Most decisions are automatic and ethics 

hardly come up.
• You can use the principles to help people 

make a better decision.
• Autonomy
• Beneficence
• Fidelity
• Justice
• Nonmaleficence



DEVELOPING A RESEARCH 
PLAN  

• I want to focus down now on the ethical 
issues that confront staff.

• Identify ethical dilemmas facing line staff 
that can be addressed more effectively in 
addiction research and training.

• Developing this research plan is a main 
reason for my Fulbright experience.



Why Uncover Ethical Issues 
in SUD Treatment?

Please pardon the US examples today!)   

• Addiction is costly 
$600 billion annually in US (NIDA, 2018)
66,000 fatal overdoses in 2016 (Ahmad 2018) 
[more than automobile fatalities]

• Services are Insufficient
19.9 million in US need treatment, 
17.7 million do not get treatment (NSDUH).
Why people don’t seek specialty care:

1) don’t think they need it 
2) can’t afford it 
3) stigma of being a substance abuser 
(Park-Lee 2016)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Addiction is costly in $ and suffering		$600 billion annually in US (NIDA, 2018)(Park-Lee 2016)	66,000 drug overdoses in 2016 (Ahmad, 2018) [greater than automobile fatalities]	Insufficient services	19.9 million in US need treatment, 17.7 million do not get treatment (Park-Lee, 2016 from NSDUH).	Why people don’t seek specialty care: 1) low perceived need, 2) can’t afford it 3) stigma of being a substance abuser	



Think through Issues
Gather Collaborators
Identify Broad Goals

Address the most important questions that research 
can answer

Identify Suppliers (e.g. funders)
Identify Consumers Users (targets of dissemination

Start small
Create room to grow

CREATE RESEARCH PLAN
(your thoughts appreciated

THIS is why I a here.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your Help Wanted!



Confidentiality versus mandatory reporting 
(Scott & White 2005)

Privacy vs. collaborative care (Manuel 2013)
Abstinence vs harm reduction goals 

(McKeganey 2004)
Dual relationships (Hecksher 2007).
Stigma of substance use (Van Boekel 2017)
Mistrust of providers by drug users (Merrill 2002)
Whether or not to:

Treat a patient today who is inebriated
Discharge a patient who is chronically late

Ethical Issues Affect Treatment   
What issues are important?

(open “mic”)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Issues arise constantly and can affect treatment	Confidentiality versus mandatory reporting	Privacy versus collaborative care (Manuel, 2013)	Dual relationships (Hecksher, 2007).	Stigma of substance use (Van Boekel, 2017)	Mistrust providers by drug users (Merrill, 2002)	Abstinence goals versus harm reduction goals	Whether or not to:		Treat a patient today who is inebriated		Discharge a patient who is chronically late		Addiction is costly in $ and suffering		$600 billion annually in US (NIDA, 2018)(Park-Lee 2016)	66,000 drug overdoses in 2016 (Ahmad, 2018) [greater than automobile fatalities]	Insufficient services	19.9 million in US need treatment, 17.7 million do not get treatment (Park-Lee, 2016 from NSDUH).	Why people don’t seek specialty care: 1) low perceived need, 2) can’t afford it 3) stigma of being a substance abuser	



Ethical dilemmas can sap the energy and enthusiasm 
of treatment staff, and counselors are often left to 
resolve relations without clear guidance.  This pilot 
project will assess ethical issues facing substance use 
counselors and assess the degree that they align with 
field’s ethical principles.  We will use qualitative 
interviews to uncover ethical issues recalled by 
counselors, generating hypotheses about the most 
common and troubling ethical issues that counselors 
encounter.  Results will have implications for training 
of the SUD treatment workforce as well as 
development of quantitative measurement of ethical 
issues in treatment settings

Proposed Study   
Ethical issues in counseling people with 

substance use disorder (SUD)



CTN Recent Changes
Focus on SUD treatment in medical care
Emphasis on opioids (HEAL initiative)
Large studies that only CTN can do

WS Node Changes
New co-director (Todd Korthuis)

CRISM

Prairie Node

Linking Prairie And Western States 
Nodes, LINKING CRISM AND CTN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your Help Wanted!



LEARNING POINTS
• Ethical dilemmas are widespread

• Principles are guideposts
– They point out ways clinicians can choose to 

go

• Some situations require mandatory 
reports
- But rules are constantly in flux

- Use the resources available to you

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point to Handout
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THANK YOU!
James L. Sorensen, Ph.D.

Department of Psychiatry, UCSF

San Francisco General Hospital

1001 Potrero Avenue

Bldg. 20 Room 2117

San Francisco, CA 94110

Phone: (415) 298-2941

Email: 
James.Sorensen@UCSF.edu. 

or James.Sorensen@Ucalgary.ca

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/59hgaaz28ie7ig3/-0yp5TWYBp/Jim%20Sorensen.jpg
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